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The Sacred Era Odysselya II 
Shinseiki Odysselya II 
(c) 1995 VICTOKAI 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Please use these cheat codes. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Infinite Gold  7E0E64FF  
               7E0E65E0  
               7E0E66F5  
               7E0E6705  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                About the game 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The 2nd part of the series. A friend unites to unfold the final battle by  
crossing time and place. A new element such as the character growth system  
and weapon fusion are plentiful. You fight with the command selection on the  
icon.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
As a reminder: the four main characters of this story are Erg, Iria, Talcas  
and Meyer. Also, make sure to remove the talismans from the characters who  
join Erg, Iria, Talcas and Meyer. If you don't remove those talismans, they  
will be lost. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The prologue. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 2  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Spapta Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The stairs that's nearby Spapta cave will take you to a fountain where the  
trio can recover their HP & MP. Make sure to buy new equipment for the trio  
at the weapon shop, and some warp balls (150G) to escape from dungeons at the  
tool shop. Now, go into Spapta cave. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Spapta Cave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Samus who is nearby. After that, go to the upper left, and go  
down the stairs to B2. On B2, go to the lower right, and speak to Samus.  
After that, go around to the upper left, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2,  
speak to Samus who is nearby. After that, go all the way to the left, and  
speak to Samus. There is a scene. After that, speak to Samus again. Now, open  
the menu, and choose "item" + "use it" + "warp ball" to leave the cave to go  
back into Spapta Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Spapta Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go into Areus' house which is on the left side of the tool shop, and  
speak to Areus who is in the room on the left to get the personal message.  



After that, leave the town, and go to Athens Town which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Athens Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and go into the shrine. In the shrine, go upward, and  
speak to General Cres (the man in the middle). Make sure to buy new equipment  
for the trio. After that, leave the town, and go back to Spapta Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Spapta Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper right, and go into Samus' house. In Samus' house, speak  
to Samus who is nearby the door. After that, leave the town, and go back to  
Athens Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Athens Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the shrine, and speak to General Cres. There is a scene, and the  
trio will be on a ship.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the Ship 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Soldier Persia x4. After defeating Soldier  
Persia x4, there is another scene. Now, fight the army commander Shin. After  
defeating the army commander Shin, there is a scene, and the ship will  
automatically the trio to Acca Port Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Acca Port Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the trio, and a lot of recovery items.  
Now, go into the house that's in front of the inn, and speak to old man to  
get the wooden talisman. After that, leave that house. Now, go upward, and  
speak to the green-haired man who is standing nearby a barrel facing the wall  
of the inn/bar. After that, go into the bar which is on the rightside of the  
inn. In the bar, go upward, and go behind the counter to speak to the man who  
will mention something about General Hargan. After that, leave the bar. Now,  
go all the way down, and speak to the purple-haired man who is standing on  
the rightside of the tool shop. After that, go to the right thru the wall  
into the Underpass Between Zion - Acca. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Underpass Between Zion - Acca 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way to the far lower right, and go down the stairs to B2. On  
B2, go downward, and go thru the door into a room. In this room, step on the  
triangle. After that, leave that room. Now, go to the lower left, and go down  
the stairs to B3. On B3, go all the way up, and there is a scene. After that,  
go upward, and go up the stairs that's on the left to B2. On B2, go to the  
right, and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the right, and go up the  
stairs into the palace that's in Zion Town.    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Zion Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In the palace, go to the lower right, and go up the stairs B1. On B1, go to  
the lower left, and go up the stairs to 1F. On 1F, go upward, and go thru the  
third door (counting from left to right), and go up the stairs on the right  
to 2F. On 2F, go to the upper right, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go  
to the left, and go thru the door that's nearby. There is a scene, and Zion  
General Hargan joins the trio. Now, go back to 1F. On 1F, go downward, and go  
thru the main door at the bottom to leave the palace. After that, leave the  
town, and go east to Akemenes Palace. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Akemenes Palace 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and then go up the long step. Now, go all the way to the  
right, and go down the long steps. After that, go down the stairs that's  
nearby to B1. On B1, go to the left, and then go all the way upward to where  
the grave post of Curos II is at. There is a scene. After that, go back to  
1F. On 1F, go up the long steps. After that, go to the upper left, and go  
down the stairs that's nearby the man into another area. In this area, go to  
the upper right. Now, go down the first long steps that's nearby. After that,  
go to the left, and go thru the door into the next area. Recommend LV12-LV14  
for the group. In this area, go to the left, and then go down the steps.  
There is a scene. Now, fight Rahan. In battle, use Sandra's magic of fire LV5  
(12MP) on Rahan. After defeating Rahan, there is a scene. After that, go up  
the steps at the top that's nearby, and go up the stairs on the left that's  
nearby into another area. In this area, go all the way to the lower left, and  
go down the steps. After that, go upward, and there is a scene. After that,  
go down the short steps. Now, go to the right, and go up the long steps on  
the right. After that, go to the left, and go thru the door. Now, go all the  
way upward, and there is a scene. After that, Chaper 2 "ends" - continue to  
Chapter 3. Choose "yes" or "no" to save the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 3  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nasca Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the lower left, and leave the town. After that, go northeast into 
the cave to Amazon Sea of Trees. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Amazon Sea of Trees 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go around to the lower right into the next area. As a reminder, you  
cannot walk under the waterfalls because they will send you downward into the  
river. In this area, go right, and go into the cave. In the cave, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. After that, the familiar Doppelganger (LV1 -  
COM) joins the duo. Now, go to the right, and go thru the opening on the far  
right into another area of the waterfalls. In this area, search the green  
vine that's on the ground nearby the waterfalls on the left, and there is a  
scene. After that, go back into the cave, and go thru the middle opening  
into another area of the waterfalls. In this area, climb up the green vine  
that's nearby on the wall, and then go into the next cave. In the cave, go to  
the right, and go thru the opening into another area of the waterfalls. In  
this area, climb up the green vine, and go into the next cave that's nearby.  
In this cave, go to the left, and go thru the opening into another area of  
the waterfalls. In this area, search the rock that's nearby, and there is a  
scene. After that, go back to the area where that rock landed. In this area,  
go to the left into the next area. In this area, go to the upper left, and  
there is a scene. Then, Iria gets the medical herb Aspoderos. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nasca Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the town. Now, go east-north-west-north  
to Andes Mountainous Region.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Andes Mountainous Region 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward. After that, go all the way to the far left, and go into the  
cave. In the cave, go all the way around to the upper left, and go thru the  
opening into the another area of the mountain. In this area, go all the way  
to the far lower left, and go into the cave. Recommend LV10-LV12 for the duo.  
In this cave, go all the way up, and there is a scene. Now, fight Earth  



Dragon (1-8). In battle, use Sandra's magic of water LV4 (8MP) on Earth  
Dragon. After defeating Earth Dragon, Iria gets the talisman of soil. (Iria  
will be able to summon the Earth Dragon with the magic of soil LV2 [32MP]  
if she is equipped with that talisman). Now, go to the left, and go thru the  
opening to exit the mountain. After that, go northwest to Olmec Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Olmec Town
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the duo, and a lot of recovery items. (If  
you go down the stairs that's nearby the front of the weapon shop, you will  
find the enemy pointer (Solon) which sees only the monsters' HP but not the  
bosses' HP that's inside the treasure chest). Now, leave the town, and go  
northwest to the White Tiger's Double Tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
White Tiger's Double Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go up the steps of the tower on the left to the top. On  
the top of the tower on the left, walk onto the warp tile to teleport to the  
top of the tower on the right. On the top tower on the right, go down the  
stairs that's nearby to 1F. On 1F, go down the stairs that's nearby to B1. On  
B1, go the right, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go to the lower left,  
and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the lower left, and go down the  
stairs to B4. On B4, go to the lower right, and go down the stairs to B5. On  
B5, go all the way to the lower right. After that, go all the way up, and go  
down the stairs to B6. On B6, go all the way up, and there is a scene. Now,  
fight the monster, Hades' Call. After defeating Hades' Call, unequip the  
enemy pointer from Solon & the talismans from Iria. After that, speak to Ezen  
again, and there is a scene. Now, fight Cyclops. The Grand Wizard, Ezen will  
join the trio in battle against Cyclops. After defeating Cyclops, there is a  
scene. Then, Chaper 3 "ends" - continue to Chapter 4. Choose "yes" or "no" to  
save the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 4 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, go downward to exit the Coliseum. In the town area, go  
downward, and then go all the way to the right into Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the lower left, and go into Lauren's house (a man is nearby the  
door) which is in the front of the inn. In Lauren's house, go up the stairs  
that's nearby to 2F. On 2F, go to the right, and there is a scene. Then,  
Lauren joins Talcas. Make sure to equip Talcas with the enemy pointer &  
Lauren with the talisman of soil. After that, leave Lauren's house, and go  
back into Rome West Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment & a lot of recovery items. After that, leave  
the town, and go northwest to the Training Tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Training Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go thru the door (two guards are nearby it). After that,  
go upward, and speak to the man who is nearby the stairs to get the 1F clear  
recognition. Now, leave the tower, and go back to Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back into Rome West Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back to the Coliseum. In the Coliseum, go to the upper right, and go  
thru the door into the arena. There is a scene. Now, fight Rosso. After  
defeating Rosso, Talcas gets the talisman of positive, and there is a scene.  
After that, leave the town, and go back to the Training Tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Training Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and then go to the lower right. After that, go thru the door  
(one guard is nearby it). Now, go to the right, and go up the stairs to 2F.  
There are hidden passages on 2F. On 2F, go all the way around to the lower  
left, and speak to the man who is nearby the warp circle to get the 2F clear  
recognition. After that, walk onto that warp circle to teleport back to 1F.  
Now, leave the tower, and go back to Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back into Rome West Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back to the Coliseum, and go into the arena. There is a scene. Now,  
fight Rousseau. After defeating Rousseau, Talcas gets bomber stone, and there  
is a scene. After that, leave the town, and go back to the Training Tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Training Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and then go to the lower left. After that, go thru the door  
(one guard is nearby it). Now, go to the left, and go up the stairs to 3F.  
There are hidden passages on 3F. On 3F, go all the way around to the upper  
right, and speak to the man who is nearby the warp circle to get the 3F clear  
recognition. After that, walk onto that warp circle to teleport back to 1F.  
Now, leave the tower, and go back to Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back into Rome West Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back to the Coliseum, and go into the Arena. There is a scene. Now,  
fight Erion. After defeating Erion, there is a scene. After that, leave the  
town, and go back to the Training Tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Training Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and then go to the upper left. After that, go thru the door  
(one guard is nearby it), and go up the stairs to 4F. There are hidden  
passages on 4F. On 4F, go all the way around to the upper left, and speak to  
the man who is nearby the warp circle to get the 4F clear recognition. After  
that, walk onto that warp circle to teleport back to 1F. Now, leave the  
tower, and go back to Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back into Rome West Town. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back to the Coliseum. In the Coliseum, go to the upper right, and go  
thru the door. There is a scene. Now, fight Adomos. After defeating Adomos,  
there is a scene. After that, leave the town, and go back to the Training  
Tower. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Training Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and then go to the upper right. After that, go thru the door  
(one guard is nearby it), and go up the stairs to 5F. There are hidden  
passages on 5F. On 5F, go downward, and speak to the man who is nearby the  
warp circle to get the 5F clear recognition. After that, walk onto that warp  
circle to teleport back to 1F. Now, leave the tower, and go back to Rome East  
Town.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back into Rome West Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go back to the Coliseum. In the Coliseum, go to the upper right, and go  
thru the door. There is a scene. Now, fight Goldi. After defeating Goldi,  
there is a scene. Make sure to buy a lot of recovery items, and unequip the  
enemy pointer from Talcas & the talisman of soil from Lauren. After that,  
go back into Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to right, and go into Eulca's house which is behind the inn. In  
Eulca's house, go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, speak to Eulca (green-haired  
person) to get the silver cross, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Roman Soldier x6. After defeating Roman Soldier  
x6, there is a scene. Then, Chaper 4 "ends" - continue to Chapter 5. Choose  
"yes" or "no" to save the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
After that, hop onto the horse that's nearby by pressing the X button, and  
go northwest. Now, get off the horse by pressing the X button, and go into  
the cave called the Great Barrier Reef. (There is a Familiar Ranch that is  
southwest where you can replace a demon user. Also, you can only have one  
familiar in the group). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Great Barrier Reef 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and then go upward. There is a scene. Now, fight That  
Cyclops. After defeating That Cyclops, there is a scene, and Iria & the  
familiar Tuhon (Cyclops [LV1 - COM]) join Erg. Now, leave the cave. After  
that, go to the upper left, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go around  
to the upper right, and there is a scene. Now, fight the water dragon Serpent  
(2-8). After defeating Serpent, the magic of soil LV3 is received, and  
Serpent can be summoned if the talisman of soil is equipped. After that, go  
to the left, and go up the stairs that's behind the waterfall onto an island.  
On this island, go into the cave that's nearby, and walk onto the warp circle  



to teleport to Madagascan Island. Now, go north, and walk onto the warp  
circle to teleport to Africa Continental Southeast. (There is a Familiar  
Ranch that's northwest). Now, go all the way around to the far north, and  
walk onto the warp circle to teleport to Roman Empire Territory. After that,  
go southeast to Rome West Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, go back into Rome East Town, and there is a  
scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, leave the town, and go east to Alexandria Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Alexandria Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go into the inn. In the inn, go up the stairs to 2F. On  
2F, go to the right, and there is a scene. Then, General Ispass joins the  
trio. Make sure to buy new equipment for the trio, and a lot of recovery  
items. After that, leave the town, and go back to Rome East Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome East Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go to the right,  
and there is a scene. Then, Talcas rejoins the group. After that, go back  
into Rome West Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rome West Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way to the left end, and go thru the door on the left into  
Rome Palace. In Rome Palace, go upward, and go up the long steps. After that,  
go to the upper right, and go down the stairs to 1F. On 1F, go to the right,  
and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go around to the right, and go down the  
long steps. After that, go upward to where the throne is at, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Hyper Nero. After defeating Hyper Nero, there is a scene. 
After that, go all the way down, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go all  
the way to the left. Then, go around to the upper right, and go up the stairs  
to 3F. On 3F, go to the right. Then, go all the way up, and there is a scene. 
Then, Chaper 5 "ends" - continue to Chapter 6. Choose "yes" or "no" to save  
the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 6 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cadas Town
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the duo. Now, go upward into another area  
where Touriten Castle is at. After that, go to the top left side of that  
castle, and speak to Rasets to get the talisman of comet. After that, go into  
Touriten Castle. In Touriten Castle, go all the way up, and there is a scene. 
After that, leave the castle, and go back into the town area. Now, go all the  
way down, and go down the stairs that's nearby the two trees into the Beast  
Sacred World.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Beast Sacred World 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way to the left. Then, go downward, and go thru the opening  
at the bottom to exit the cave. In the forest, go all the way around to the  
lower left, and go into next area. In this area, go to the far upper left.  
Now, go thru the log on the left with the hole, and then go upward. There is  



a scene. After that, go back thru the log on the left with the hole, and  
there is a scene. Now, fight Poison Dragon (3-8). Zion wil join the duo in  
battle. After defeating Poison Dragon, the magic of soil LV4 is received,  
and Poison Dragon can be summoned if the talisman of soil is equipped. There  
is a scene. Then, Chaper 6 "ends" - continue to Chapter 7. Choose "yes" or  
"no" to save the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 7 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nuremberg Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go into the medical treatment place which is behind the church. In the  
medical treatment place, go to the upper right, and speak to Holten. Then,  
Holten joins Meyer. After that, go to the upper left, and go up the stairs to  
2F. On 2F, go to the right, and there is a scene. Then, Heinz joins the duo. 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the trio. After that, leave the town, and  
go west to Paris Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Paris Town
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and go into the big house that's on the left side of the  
bridge. In this house, go up the stairs on the left to 2F. On 2F, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. Make sure to buy new equipment for the trio.  
After that, leave the town, and go east to the cave called to Schwarzwald  
which is a forest that is nearby Nuremberg Town.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Schwarzwald                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way around to the lower right, and go into next area. In this  
area, go to the far upper left, and step on the square stone that's in the  
ground on the far left side of the stone monument to open a path that's in  
the lower right area. After that, go to the lower right, and go downward into  
the next area. In this area, go downward to where the witch Uufuu is at, and  
there is a scene. Now, fight Kutuguma. After defeating Kutuguma, there is a  
scene. Now, go into Uufuu's house. In Uufuu's house, go to the upper right,  
and speak to Paul. After that, go back into the forest. Now, leave the forest  
or use the warp hole (item), and go northwest to Prussia Castle which is  
nearby Nuremberg Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Prussia Castle 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go into the castle. In the castle, go upward, and go up  
the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go upward, and speak to the King to get permisson to  
go into Alps. After that, leave, and go west to the mountainous area (cave)  
called Alps which is nearby Paris Town. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Alps 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way to the far left, and go thru the opening into the next  
area. In this area, go downward, and go into cave. In the cave, go all the  
way around to the far lower right, and go into the cave on the right into  
Gustav's Laboratory.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gustav's Laboratory                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go into the laboratory (house). In the laboratory, go upward, and there  
is a scene. After that, go up the stairs that's nearby to 2F. On 2F, go to  
the lower left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Gustav. After defeating  
Gustav, there is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Prussia Castle                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, go up the stairs that's in the center of 1F,  
and go up the stairs to 2F to the throne room. On 2F, go upward, and there is  
a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nuremberg Town                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the town, and go back to Prussia Castle.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Prussia Castle                                   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go into the castle, go into the room that's on the lower right. In this  
room, go downward to get into the small room, and go down the stairs to  
Prussia Castle Underground Palace. In Prussia Castle Underground Palace, go  
all the way to the left, and go thru the door into the a room. In this room,  
step on the circle. After that, leave that room, and go to the lower right.  
There is a scene. After that, go all the way to the far upper left, and go  
down the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the far lower right, and go thru the  
door into a room. In this room, step on the circle. After that, leave that  
room. Now, go around to the far lower right, and go down the stairs to B4.  
On B4, go to the lower right, and there is a scene. After that, go all the  
way to the right, and search the switch on the wall to open the prison doors,  
and there is a scene. Meyer has to fight Monstauman in a one-on-one battle.  
After defeating Monstauman, there is a scene. Now, fight Change Gustav. After  
defeating Change Gustav, there is a scene. Then, there is two more scenes.  
Meyer has to fight Barbarian x4 in a one-on-one battle. After defeating  
Barbarian x4, there is another scene. After that, go upward, and there is a  
scene. Then, Chaper 7 "ends" - continue to Chapter 8. Choose "yes" or "no" to  
save the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 8                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Arab Group & Arab Soldier x2. After defeating  
Arab Group & Arab Soldier x2, there is a scene. On the ship, go upward, and  
speak to the Arab soldier on the left who is blocking the way. After that, go  
upward, and speak to the Arab soldier, and there is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Kaahira Town                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After Iria gets Saradin's personal message, go to the upper  
right, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go to the lower left, and go down  
the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the right, and search the switch on the wall  
to pull it down. After that, go all the way back to B1. On B1, go all the way  
to the left, and go up the stairs to 1F. On 1F, go around to the right, and  
then go downward into the outside area of Muaiyado Mosque. In this area, go  
to the lower right. Now, go down several steps, and then go down the stairs  
to B3. On B3, go to the upper right, and search the treasure chest for dragon  
garter (Erg). After that, go back to 1F. Now, go to the lower left, and go  
into Devil's Tower. In Devil's Tower, go up the fourth ladder (counting from  
left to right) to 2F. On 2F, go up the first ladder (counting from left to  
right) to 3F. On 3F, go up the first ladder (counting from left to right) to  
4F. On 4F, go up the third ladder (counting from left to right) to 5F. On 5F,  
there is a scene. Then, the familiar Devil Jin (LV1 - COM) joins the trio.  
After that, exit the tower, and then leave the town. Now, go east to the town  
of Zion AD 1192. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Zion AD 1192                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go into the palace. In the palace, go down the stairs  



that's nearby on the right to B1. On B1, go to the upper right, and go down  
the stairs to B2. On B2, go around to the lower left, and go down the stairs  
into the Underpass Between Zion - Acca. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Underpass Between Zion - Acca                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and go up the stairs to B2. On B2, go to the left,  
and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go all the way down, and step on the  
triangle. After that, go up the stairs that's nearby to B2. On B2, go all  
the way to the far upper right, and go up the stairs to B1. On B1, go to  
the upper right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Chalone. After defeating  
Chalone, Meyer joins the trio. Now, go to the far upper left, and go thru  
the opening into Acca Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Acca Town                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go into the bar which is on the rightside of the inn. In the bar, go to  
the right, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go thru the door that's nearby  
into the room, and there is a scene. Now, fight France Soldier x3. After  
defeating France Soldier x3, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Britain Castle                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and Meyer leaves the trio. After that, go upward, and go  
into the castle. In the castle, go up the stairs that's nearby to 2F. On 2F,  
go to the right, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go into the throne room,  
and there is a scene. Then, Meyer rejoins the trio, and there is a scene.  
After that, leave the castle. Now, walk onto the ship that's nearby, and  
press the X button. After that, sail east to the next port, and press the X  
button to get off the ship. After that, go west to Paris Town which is  
nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Paris Town                                  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and go into the big house that's on the left side of the  
bridge. In this house, go up the stairs on the left to 2F. On 2F, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. After that, leave the town, and go east to  
Prussia Castle which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Prussia Castle                                
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go into the castle, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go upward, and  
go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go into Emperor Friedrich's bedroom which  
is nearby, and there is a scene. Now, fight Nightmare. After defeating  
Nightmare, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Kaahira Town  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, go southeast to Dragon King Palace. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dragon King Palace 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way around to the far upper left, and go thru the wall into  
an area with a stairs. After that, go up that stairs into the palace. In the  
palace, go upward, and there is a scene. Now, fight the flying dragon Wyvern  
(4-8). After defeating Wyvern, the magic of soil LV5 is received, and Wyvern  
can be summoned if the talisman of soil is equipped. There is a scene. After  
that, go up the steps that's nearby, and then go down the stairs on the right  
into another area. In this area, go downward, and then go down the steps.  
After that, go upward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Hoya. After defeating  



Hoya, there is a scene. Now, go thru the door that's nearby into another  
area. In this area, go upward, and there is a scene. After that, go  
northwest, and walk onto the tail of the incarnation Garuda (giant bird) who  
is nearby Kaahira Town. Then, press the X button, and there is a scene. After  
that, fly (by pressing the X button) east to Yamato (Ancient Japan), and  
press the B button to get off Garuda. Now, go to Heiankyou (Ancient Kyoto)  
which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Heiankyou (Ancient Kyoto) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the group. After that, leave, and walk  
onto Garuda's tail. Then, press the X button. After that, fly east to the  
small island Suzaku which is nearby Heiankyou (Ancient Kyoto), and press  
the B button to get off Garuda. Now, go into Suzaku Labyrinth West Cave.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Suzaku Labyrinth West Cave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go around to the lower left, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go  
around to the far upper right, and go thru the opening into another area. In  
this area, go upward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Fire Dragon (5-8).  
After defeating Fire Dragon, the magic of soil LV6 is received, and Fire  
Dragon can be summoned if the talisman of soil is equipped. There is a scene.  
After that, go all the way upward to the top, and go thru the opening into  
the next area. In this area, go upward, and there is a scene. now, fight  
Matango. After defeating Matango, there is a scene. After that, walk onto  
Garuda's tail. Then, press the X button. After that, fly northwest to Gentake  
which is nearby Asia, and press the B button to get off Garuda. Now, go into  
Gentake Labrinth which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gentake Labrinth 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Dark Dragon (6-8). After  
defeating Dark Dragon, the magic of soil LV7 is received, and Dark Dragon can  
be summoned if the talisman of soil is equipped. There is a scene. After  
that, go thru the door that's nearby. Now, go all the way around to the lower  
right, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go all the way around to the far  
upper left, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go around to the upper left,  
and there is a scene. Now, fight Bose Killer. After defeating Bose Killer,  
go around to the upper left to where the stairs is at, and go down that  
stairs to B3. On B3, go all the way up, and there is a scene. After that,  
walk onto Garuda's tail. Then, press the X button. After that, fly east  
across the sea to White Tiger which is nearby Central America, and press the  
B button to get off Garuda. Now, go into White Tiger's Double Tower.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
White Tiger's Double Tower 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way up, and there is a scene. Meyer and Talcas stayed behind.  
After that, walk onto Garuda's tail. Then, press the X button. After that,  
fly south to Nasca Town which is on the west shoreline of South America. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nasca Town
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go around to the upper left to where the shrine is at, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Thunder Dragon (7-8). After defeating Thunder Dragon, the  
magic of soil LV8 is received, and Thunder Dragon can be summoned if the  
talisman of soil is equipped. There is a scene, and Erg gets the sword  
pendant. After that, leave the town. Now, walk onto Garuda's tail, and press  
the X button. After that, fly back to White Tiger's Double Tower.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
White Tiger's Double Tower 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way up, and there is a scene. Meyer and Talcas rejoin the  
trio, and Erg gets giraffe's note. After that, walk onto Garuda's tail. Then,  
press the X button. After that, fly southwest to Llie which is on the western  
side of Australian. After that, press the B button to get off Garuda. Now, go  
into the warp circle which is nearby to teleport to a small island with Llie  
Town which is also nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Llie Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Make sure to buy new equipment for the group, and a lot of recovery items.  
Now, go to the left, and go into the Beast King Labyrinth East cave.    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Beast King Labyrinth East cave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go around to the upper left, and go thru the opening into another area.  
In this area, go to the far upper right, and go thru the opening into another  
area. In this area, there is a scene. Now, fight Shogos. After defeating  
Shogos, there is a scene. Now, go to the upper right, and go thru the opening  
into another area. In this area, go around to the upper left, and go thru the  
opening into another area. In this area, go around to the upper right, and go  
thru the opening into another area. In this area, go to the right, and go  
thru the opening into another area. In this area, go to the right, and there  
is a scene. Now, fight Rahan 1192. After defeating Rahan 1192, Erg gets the  
talisman of darkness, and there is a scene. Now, fight Bandarc. After  
defeating Bandarc, there is a scene. Then, Chaper 8 "ends" - continue to  
Chapter 9. Choose "yes" or "no" to save the game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Chapter 9 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Beast King Labyrinth East cave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elysium Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go around to the upper right, and go into the building. Make sure to buy  
new equipment for the group. In this building, speak to the man who is behind  
the small counter on the right to rest at the inn, and choose yes to recover  
the group's HP & MP. There is a scene. After that, leave the building. Now,  
go to the lower left, and go into the royal palace. In the royal palace, go  
down the stairs that's nearby into Meio's Palace.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Meio's Palace 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Cerberus. After defeating  
Cerberus, there is a scene. Now, go upward, and go thru the door into the  
next room. In this room, go upward, and there is a scene. After that, leave  
Meio's Palace, and go back into the royal palace.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elysium Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, leave the royal palace. After that, go back to the upper right, and go  
down the stairs that's on the right side of the building into Tartarus Cave.    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tartarus Cave 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Now, go thru the wall that's nearby on the right, and go thru the door into  
a room. In this room, step on the triangle that's on the ground. Now, leave  
that room. After that, go around to the far lower left, and go down the  



stairs into another area. In this area, go all the way to the right, and go  
up the stairs into another area. In this area, go all the way up, and walk  
onto the pentagram to teleport to another area. In this area, go around to  
the lower right, and go down the stairs into another area. In this area, go  
upward, and walk onto the pentagram to teleport to another area. In this  
area, go upward, and go down the stairs into another area. In this area, go  
around to the upper right, and go thru a door into a room. In this room,  
step on the triangle. Now, leave that room. After that, go around to the  
lower right, and go thru a door into a room. In this room, step on the  
square. Now, leave that room. After that, go around to the top area, and go  
down the stairs into another area. In this area, go around to the lower  
right, and walk into the strange looking barrier. There is a scene. After  
that, follow the fairy thru an hidden passage into another area where she is  
at. In this area, go to the upper right, and go down the stairs into Tartarus  
Town.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Tartarus Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go downward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Brondes. After defeating  
Brondes, there is a scene.    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elysium Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Make sure to buy a lot of recovery items. After that, leave  
the building. Now, go around to the right, and go into the cave called  
Cocytus which is nearby.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cocytus 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper left, and go thru the opening into the next area. In  
this area, go to the upper right, and go thru the opening into the next area.  
In this area, go to the upper right, and go thru the opening into the next  
area. In this area, go all the around to the upper left, and go thru the  
opening into the next area. In this area, go all the way up, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Alges. In battle, don't use any water magic on Alges. After  
defeating Alges, there is a scene. Now, go upward into the next area. In this  
area, go upward, and there is a scene. Now, fight Steropes. After defeating  
Steropes, there is a scene. After that, go upward, and there is a scene. Now,  
fight the final boss Cocytarian who is annoying. In battle, use water magic  
on Cocytarian. After defeating Cocytarian, Cocytarian will change into  
Cocytorino. Now, fight Cocytorino who is annoying. After defeating  
Cocytorino, there is a scene. Now, go upward, and go thru the opening to exit  
the cave. After that, go downward, and there is a scene. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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